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Introduction
and outline
Scope of the talk:
- Present CMS point of view on measuring fiducial and differential cross
sections for the Higgs boson
- Will focus on H→γγ and H→ZZ final states
- Disclaimer: we will not present final results, which are not yet public
(coming soon)

We will discuss the following topics:
- Definition of fiducial phase-space
- Treatment of model dependence
- Unfolding procedure
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Introduction
Scope of the analysis:
- Measure Higgs boson fiducial and differential cross-sections in
H→γγ and H→ZZ channel
- Compare with latest SM theory predictions
- Hints for new physics ?
H→γγ:

H→ZZ:

- H→γγ channel has a small branching
ratio (~0.2%) but the analysis has high
selection efficiency (~40-45%)

- H→ZZ→4l channel has a very small
branching ratio (~0.01%) but the
signature is very clean

- About 300 reconstructed signal events
- About 15 reconstructed signal events
are expected after selection (8 TeV Run I) are expected after selection (8 TeV
Run I)
- But large background from the diphoton
continuum and fakes
- Small background from the ZZ
3
continuum and fakes

Definition of fiducial phase-space:
guidelines
Designing fiducial phase-space selection:
- As close as possible to the reconstructed level selection
- Unfolding should only impact minimally the distributions: minimize
extrapolation to larger phase-space
- Translating reco-level isolation to generator-level is not obvious (resolution
at low energy, pile-up, thresholds...)
- Should minimize model dependence
- Try to have the acceptance similar for different “reasonable” signal models
- This improves the robustness of the unfolding
- Definition should be easily implemented in different MC simulation
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Definition of fiducial phase-space:
H→γγ
Suggestions for the fiducial phase-space:
H→γγ

- Two photons with pT1/M>1/3 and pT2/M>1/4 within |η|<2.5 (close to
reconstruction level selection)
- Isolation: for each photon, sum all stable generator level particles inside a
0.4 cone. Sum ET < 10 GeV

Loose cut of Sum ET < 10 GeV
chosen to stand on the “plateau”
of the isolation efficiency, for ggh
and the busy tth events
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Fiducial
Volume
Definition phase-space:
Definition
of fiducial

H→ZZ

he fiducial volume definition is chosen to closely match the reconstruction level
election, defined using leptons at the hard scattering level

Suggestions for the fiducial phase-space:

paper

close to reconstructed
level selection

or jets,
ak5 gen-jets
with pTleptons
>30 GeV and
|η|<4.7
(cleaned
isolated leptons)
- Unfold
to born
before
final
statefrom
radiation
(can move
crucial
point is the
inclusion
of data
isolation
in be
the fiducial
selection
leptons
when
more
will
available)
Does not include neutrinos or FSR photons
without isolation, the difference in efficiency between production modes can 6
be -more
than 50%
Isolation:

to dressed

- do not include FSR photons and neutrinos in the isolation sum
- Non-desirable effect of up to a factor 2 increase of the out of acceptance
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events if included

Some words about analysis
methodology
Measuring differential distributions needs changes in the analysis strategy:
- For each observable, fit the mass to extract signal strength μ in all bins
simultaneously (profile nuisance parameters across bins)
- Analysis sensitivity should be evaluated using variables uncorrelated with
the measured observable (should not bias kinematics)
- prefer mass-shape analysis and cut-based selection to kinematic BDT
- Selection needs to be as model independent as possible:
- efficiencies should be independent of pT and eta
- categories independent of pT
- do not give privilege to higher pT region (we are also interested at low pT
e.g. bottom/top effects in the ggh loop)
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Treatment of the model
dependence:
Suggested check (1): model dependence of the acceptance
- Check the impact of using a different signal model on the efficiency and the
fraction of reconstructed events that are outside of the fiducial volume
- Many alternative samples are re-used from the Higgs spin measurement
(arxiv:1411.3441)

Model Dependence
Higgs has only just been
discovered, one choice is
to use as many models as
possible to determine the
model dependence

example of
H→ZZ:
7% effect
(envelope)

Alternatively, use
experimental constraints
Build response matrix and
repeat the unfolding

Many alternatives
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Treatment of the model
dependence:
Suggested check (2): model dependence of the unfolding
- Perform the unfolding on a different signal model
- Can for example change the fraction of VBF+VH+tth by x2 and x1/2
- Example of H→γγ: results in less than 5% variation of the measured cross
section in, and up to 10% of the statistical uncertainty in each bin
- Can also vary the fraction of production modes or anomalous HVV couplings
within the existing experimental constraints. Example of H→4l: model
dependence is less than 1%

Suggested treatment of the model dependence:
- Do not include the model dependence into the systematic uncertainties
(this is a theory uncertainty and after all we are primarily aiming at measuring
the SM Higgs boson)
- Quote the impact of the model dependence on the measurement
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Unfolding procedure:
response matrix
See also A. Marini’s talk on Wed.

The proposed method:
- Fold in the response matrix into the likelihood
(perform measurement and unfolding at the same
time)
- Each cell of the response matrix contains
normalization (efficiency) and signal model for a
given set of (gen, reco) bin and analysis category

mod0
GEN

Why unfolding ?
- Unfolding is needed to undo detector effects
- There are bin by bin migrations between generator
level and reconstructed level
- This needs to be corrected: use a response matrix
to propagate the statistical uncertainty in each bin
- Selected events falling out of acceptance at
generator level are collected in a special bin
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are built in each cell of the response matrix, which is mostly diagonal but can
igible bin-by-bin migration resulting in non-diagonal contributions.

Unfolding procedure
olding is performed with a maximum likelihood technique, which is adapted to
(cont.) was used, in order not to bias the r
measurement in categories. No regularization

ciallyFunction
decrease
uncertainties.
This lead
to minimizing
the following
conditio
Response
matrix
to the
minimize
Gen level input
distribution
hood expression:

F ( µi ) =

2 log L(Kij · µi · Ngen,i | Nreco,j )

is the response matrix, L is the log-likelihood expression described
previous
Reco level in
signal
is the
likelihood unfolded
Signal
strength to bedistribution, µ is the unknown s
NLgen,i
is usual
the unknown
particle-level
yields
in each bins
i
function of B, S+B and the
measured for each bin of gen
categories of the k
modifier
particle-level, Ngen,i
the distribution
assumed particle-leveland
distribution
nuisanceat
parameters
levelisinput
servable from the simulation, and Nreco,j is the number of events in each bin o
d distribution. The indices i refers to particle-level bins while j refer to reconstru
- Same procedure is already used e.g. for unfolding from μ in untagged and
s and dijet-tagged
the three sMcategories
/M categories.
to μGGH, μVBF

ij

This is similar
to response
matrix inversion,
but: at detector level J = K · N
ruct -directly
the expected
reconstructed
signal shape
ij
ij
- Usual method of estimating uncertainties (covariance matrix applied after μ
each entry of the matrix Jij is indeed a set of signal model shapes interpolated betw
measurement) is approximate (in particular for low statistics categories),
-points.
The matrix
a function
of mH
, the generated
model i and the categor
- Advantage:
useisthe
full likelihood
including
nuisancebin
parameters
s all the nuisances. Possible events falling out of the acceptance are taken into acc
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ra bin i = Nbin .

Unfolding procedure:
comparison with other methods
No regularization applied:
- For bins with sizeable off-diagonal cells, bin migration implies an increase
of the statistical uncertainty
- Regularization is usually used to stabilize the unfolding against statistical
fluctuations
- Regularization biases the best fit value to reduce the total uncertainty: we
believe it is not needed
- Regularization could be applied later if the covariance matrix is provided

Comparison with bin by bin correction:
- The best fit value is not always the same (migration can be important)
- Relative to bin-by-bin, the statistical uncertainty is increased in the bins
where the off-diagonal elements are sizeable: up to 30% for Njets (due to jet
energy resolution)
- Bin-by-bin method does not deal correctly with gen-reco bin migrations
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Conclusions

- Proposed fiducial phase-spaces for H→γγ and H→ZZ
- Importance of model independence in designing the fiducial phase-space
and the selection
- Proposed a method for unfolding the data simultaneously with the fit
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Back-up slides
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